
                          
 

 
"Overheard Lines" 

from The Reliable Titan 
 

'The Bushfire Proof Titan is the Power Pole of the Century. 
Titan Reliability is Guaranteed’ 

 
 
 
 

• Q&A Opportunity 

• Once in a Lifetime Job 

• Validity of a Routine Testing Regime - FEATURE ARTICLE 

• Bushfire Proof – Timely Reminder 

• The Ultimate in ‘Green’ Poles 

• Australian Made – No Delays 

• Looking After Wildlife 

• Get a Better Feel for the Titan 
 
 

Q&A 
We continue to provide the opportunity for readers to access more detailed information on the unique 
Titan products. We are always open to any comments and or enquiries. 
 
We invite readers to submit email enquiries back to this newsletter response email of 
enquiries@dulhuntypoles.com and one of our team will respond as soon as possible to the individual 
email address provided. All your contact details and the related correspondence will be treated with 
the utmost privacy protection.  

 
Once in a Lifetime Job with Titan 
Dulhunty Poles, through the Titan range of products, are assisting the Electricity Supply Industry (ESI) 
to invest wisely in their network for the long term of 70 to 100 years; virtually for a lifetime – not just 
prop it up for a few years with cheaper alternatives. The Titan’s leading economical Whole of Life cost 
factors support the proven adage of ‘Do the job once in a lifetime with Titan.’ 
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 Distribution Sub Station on a Titan Pole 

 
This is especially pertinent where distribution substations and or high voltage switchgear / equipment 
need to be installed, and for the long term. As the Titan will not burn, rot, rust, corrode and is vermin 
proof, it would be the obvious support structure for such expensive and important equipment. Being 
an engineered manufactured pole, it can be designed to be strengthen up in client selected areas 
along the pole length - accommodating any unusually extra heavy equipment.     
 
 

- FEATURED ARTICLE – 
 
Validity of a Routine Testing Regime  
 
To remain the industry leader, in any field, an ongoing and all-encompassing products and processes 
testing regime is a critical part of the methodology. From inception, Dulhunty Poles have persisted to 
operate under a regular, rigid testing regime covering all aspects directly related to producing a 
worldwide accepted product - the Reliable Bushfire Proof Titan composite pole.  
 
Hundreds of full-scale destructive tests have been carried out by Dulhunty Poles to prove design and 
production of poles. All destructive tests abide by AS/NZS 7000 & AS/NZS 4676 and strength rating is 
statically determined by test results being applied to COV and SRF as per Section K & Section 7 in the 
standards 
 
Our testing commences with scrutinising the incoming components we acquire to manufacture Titan 
products, ensuring the demanded high quality persists with every delivery. Included in this 
inspection are sample testing of core constituents that make up the matrix, via batch cube test.  
Compression tests are then conducted at curing stages to ensure minimum compressive strength is 
achieved in the cement slurry that highlights correct homogenised bonding of the combined 
elements as shown by the photos below. 
 

https://dulhuntypoles.com/products/sub-transmission-poles/


 

 

          Different views of the test cube set up for compression testing and the computer results display.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
Bushfire Proof 
The Energy Networks Australia (ENA) Pole Fire Test confirms the ultimate Bushfire Proof status of the 
Titan as opposed to fire resistant / fire retardant claims associated with other manufactured pole 
types. The Titan is the only composite pole in Australia that has passed this ENA test with the top 
rating of Excellent.  
 
Environmental 
Also, as featured in the previous Titan Newsletter, in the Environmental area, the Titan came out with 
top Environmental accolades when pitted against all pole types utilised in Australia at the time.  
  
Electrical   
Some of the electrical testing permanently established within our robust regime include, but not 
limited to -   

• Surface and Volume Resistivity testing 

• Leakage current testing for voltages from 4kV through 115kV 

• Positive critical impulse flashover testing to IEEE Standard 

• Basic Insulation Level (BIL) and Flash Over Test 
 
 
 
 



Sample illustrations below of some of the electrical testing procedures listed -  
 

                     
 

 



 
 
 
 
Pole Strength & Deviation 
Testing of manufactured poles to confirm designed strength and deflection rating as defined by 
AS/NZS 4676 and AS/NZS 7000.  
 
                                        
 
             
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
                                      A three part Titan under strength and deviation test  
 
Equipment Fixing Strength  
Specific fixing strength tests are undertaken for ancillary equipment.  
As indicated above, not only do we keep our own internal test requirements up to date, but we also 
carry out client specific requested tests and assessments for a range of purposes to ensure 
compatibility with the Titan.  
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      Two different types of transformer mounting brackets under fixing suitability tests. 

                                                                  
Titan poles are also used for security cameras, 
various outdoor illumination installations and  
communication installations using different  
types of pole top fixing brackets. Through our  
extensive in-house testing facilities, Dulhunty  
Poles are dedicated to ensuring all such varied  
installations meet clients’ design requirements.  
 

Fixation of such equipment direct to a Titan can  
be through pole cap brackets (as seen under test  
here), or attached to the pole wall through toggle  
bolts, or utilising the manufactured taper of the 
pole using pole-band brackets and U brackets as 
in the above photos.                                                           A Titan pole cap fitting undergoing load test. 
                                                                                                          
 
Ongoing Strength Testing  
Impact Rebound Hammer (IRH) test determines ongoing strength of installed in-field Titans (part of 
our pre and after-sale customer service as required.) Below test result graph came from a follow up 
test on a client’s trial installation. 

 

                                 
 
 

Being an Engineered Pole, the Titan can be manufactured to a clients’ specific design criteria. Ultimate 
testing of such new designed prototypes to ensure validity to design expectations, is another critical 
part of our testing program.  

 



To further validate our analysing systems, at random intervals an Independent Professional Engineer 
is engaged to assess the soundness of the methodology and that all details concur to the relevant 
guidelines/standards. 

 
Our engineers are delighted to discuss any tests clients require to satisfy their needs; contact them 
through the Q&A details above.       

 
Bushfire Proof – A Timely Reminder 
Summer will soon be here – and the dreaded bushfires and the damage they cause to the network are 
undoubtably on the minds of all Australian Electricity Supply Industry leaders. 
 
Those ESI distributor organisations that have already employed the fireproof Titan within their 
network, must be more at ease knowing those poles will still be standing after any feared fire goes 
through their patch. Installing the Titan in their system is a perfect example of ‘Building Back Better.’ 
 

                                                    
 
The other comforting thought must be in the area of pole top fires, where the Titan utilisation can 
eliminate this feared major concern forever.       
 
 

The Ultimate in Green Poles 
Dulhunty Poles have the capability to colour the Titan in any one of a wide range of shades during 
manufacture. Therefore, given our superb carbon footprint, we can manufacture a Titan that can be 
green in two ways – the ultimate ‘GREEN POLE’.  

 

                  
On this occasion, the client wanted a brownish ‘GREEN’ pole to blend in with the local background.  

 
 
Australian Made – No Delays 
Our factory plans well ahead, and we always have ample raw material manufacturing stocks on hand 
at any given time due to our extensive multi-supplier base.   



We also keep ample supplies of ESI standard pole sizes in stock, consequently, shipping and delivery 
issues are not a problem with the Reliable Titan Pole. 
 

 
                                       One of the stockpiles of Titan Poles awaiting delivery. 
 

 
Looking After Wildlife  
An issue that has been around the ESI from the outset is that of wildlife climbing power poles and 
inevitably coming to a sudden end of life; causing a power outage as a result.   
 
Obviously, the cruelty to animals issue prevents any real-life animal testing, however we believe the 
surface of a Titan alone is such as to prevent any animal from climbing the pole to cause any damage 
to themselves or the electrical network.  

 

                        
                                       We believe neither of these situations will occur with a Titan. 
 
Moreover, in all the years Dulhunty Poles have been operating, we have never received any reports 
to the contrary.     
 

Get a Better Feel for the Titan 
Dulhunty Poles offers free Titan samples as an attractive desk-top pen holder. The samples illustrate 
 i an’s ligh weigh   i e  oo  features, natural robust structure and ready drill-ability. 
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If interested in obtaining one, please simply reply to this email and provide your name and a postal 
address to receive your free sample. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 


